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Abstract An energy preserving reduced order model is developed for two dimen-
sional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLSE) with plane wave solutions and with
an external potential. The NLSE is discretized in space by the symmetric interior
penalty discontinuous Galerkin (SIPG) method. The resulting system of Hamiltonian
ordinary differential equations are integrated in time by the energy preserving aver-
age vector field (AVF) method. The mass and energy preserving reduced order model
(ROM) is constructed by proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) Galerkin projec-
tion. The nonlinearities are computed for the ROM efficiently by discrete empirical
interpolation method (DEIM) and dynamic mode decomposition (DMD). Preserva-
tion of the semi-discrete energy and mass are shown for the full order model (FOM)
and for the ROM which ensures the long term stability of the solutions. Numerical
simulations illustrate the preservation of the energy and mass in the reduced order
model for the two dimensional NLSE with and without the external potential. The
POD-DMD makes a remarkable improvement in computational speed-up over the
POD-DEIM. Both methods approximate accurately the FOM, whereas POD-DEIM
is more accurate than the POD-DMD.
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1 Introduction
The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLSE) is used frequently for modelling wave
propagation phenomena in different areas of physics, chemistry and engineering. In
quantum physics and chemistry, the NLSE is used in the study of Bose-Einstein con-
densation (BEC), where it is also called Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). The nu-
merical simulations are extremely important for predicting the long term behavior of
NLSE/GPE, because experiments to create BECs are challenging and computation-
ally expensive.
The structure preserving symplectic and multisymplectic [14,22,35] integrators
and energy preserving integrators [18] using finite difference discretization in space,
lead to long term stability of the solutions of Hamiltonian partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) like the NLSE. In [44] local energy-preserving multi-symplectic algo-
rithms in time are constructed for coupled and two dimensional NLSE using pseu-
dospectral methods or Gauss-Legendre collocation methods for the spatial discretiza-
tion.
Due to the implicit nature of these integrators, at each time step, a coupled fully
nonlinear system has to be solved by a fixed point or a Newton-Raphson method
with high accuracy [33]. The discrete energy is conserved when the nonlinear system
is solved accurately up to the machine precision. Therefore solving NLSE might be
extremely time consuming, especially for two and three dimensional (2D and 3D)
problems.
The goal of this work is fast and accurate reduced order modeling for the 2D
NLSE that preserves energy and mass. The proper orthogonal decomposition reduced
order model (POD-ROM) has been widely used as a computationally efficient surro-
gate model in large-scale numerical simulations of complex systems. However, when
it is applied to a Hamiltonian system like the NLSE, naive application of the POD
method can destroy the Hamiltonian structure in the reduced order model. The stabil-
ity of reduced models over long-time integration and the structure preserving proper-
ties has been recently investigated in the context of Lagrangian systems [43,16], and
for Hamiltonian systems [12,20]. For linear and nonlinear Hamiltonian systems, a
symplectic model reduction technique, proper symplectic decomposition (PSD) with
symplectic Galerkin projection is constructed in [49] which captures the symplectic
structure of Hamiltonian systems to ensure long term stability of the reduced model.
The PSD is computed using three algorithms; complex SVD, cotangent lift and non-
linear programming. The PSD-DEIM method is extended with a greedy algorithm to
parametric Hamiltonian systems in [1]. For nonlinear Hamiltonian systems, the PSD
is combined with the discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) to reduce the
computational cost [49,1]. Recently the energy preserving average vector field (AVF)
method is used as a time integrator to construct reduced order models for Hamiltonian
systems [31], for dissipative gradient systems like the Allen-Cahn equation [57]. In
general, there exist no numerical integration method that preserves both the symplec-
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tic structure and the energy of a Hamiltonian systems. The snapshots are enriched us-
ing the gradients of the Hamiltonian at time instances in [31]. Besides the symplectic
[33] and multi-symplectic structure preserving geometric integrators [14], there are
energy or Hamiltonian preserving integrators; the average vector field (AVF) method
[51,18]. The AVF is second order convergent in time, and preserves the time rever-
sal symmetry of the Hamiltonian systems like the implicit mid-point rule. Energy
preservation of various PDEs by the AVF method is studied in [18]: Hamiltonian and
dissipative PDEs, like the NLSE, Korteweg-de Vries equation, Sine-Gordon equa-
tion, Allen-Chan equation, Ginzburg Landau equation and Maxwell equation.
Currently the symplectic and energy preserving reduced order models are applied
to one dimensional linear and non-linear Hamiltonian systems using finite differ-
ences in space; linear wave equation [49,1,31], NLSE [49,1], Sine-Gordon equation
[49], Korteweg-de Vries equation [31]. The long term computation of the two di-
mensional NLSE with and without external potential is computationally challenging
and more expensive than the one dimensional NLSE. In this paper we develop an
energy stable reduced order model (ROM) for two dimensional NLSE, which inher-
its the energy preservation property of the full order model (FOM). For the space
discretization we apply symmetric interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (SIPG)
method [8,52], and for time discretization the energy preserving AVF method. The
SIPG is more efficient by evaluations of the nonlinear terms than the continuous FEM
[38]. The AVF method preserves the energy dissipation of gradient systems like the
Allen-Cahn equation [39] and the skew-gradient structure like the diffusive FitzHugh-
Nagumo equation [38]. Reduced order models, which preserve the energy dissipation
of gradient and skew-gradient systems are developed in [38,57]. The POD-Galerkin
approach involves an offline-online splitting methodology. In the offline stage, the
high fidelity or truth solutions are generated by numerical simulations of the dis-
cretized high dimensional FOM. The POD is then applied to compute an optimal
subspace to fit the high fidelity data. A reduced system is constructed by projecting
the high-dimensional system to this subspace. In the online stage, the reduced sys-
tem is solved in the low-dimensional subspace. The primary challenge in producing
the low dimensional models of the high dimensional discretized PDEs is the efficient
evaluation of the nonlinearities (inner products) on the POD basis. Different POD
Galerkin methods are developed to reduce the complexity of evaluating the nonlinear
terms; gappy POD [27,15], missing point estimation [9,63], empirical and discrete
empirical interpolation method (EIM/DEIM) [11,21]. Recently the dynamic mode
decomposition (DMD) has appeared as an alternative to produce low rank approx-
imation of the nonlinear terms [3]. Like the DEIM, the DMD uses singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the nonlinearities, which also uses sparse sampling through
the gappy POD and DEIM/EIM. In [60] a hybrid combination of the POD with DMD
is applied to the one dimensional NLSE and to the Ginzburg-Landau equation. Re-
cently in [19], for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation (NSE), energy, mass
and angular momentum conserving Galerkin discretization methods are developed
in convective, skew-symmetric, conservative, and rotational formulations. The con-
servation properties of ROMs such as energy balance and mass conservation for the
NLSE are investigated theoretically and numerically [48].
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Efficient computation of the reduced order basis functions is an important aspect
in reduced order modelling. The reduced order basis functions in POD-DEIM and
POD-DMD are computed in the offline stage using singular value decomposition
(SVD), which can be computationally demanding for large snapshot matrices. Here
we use the randomized singular value decomposition (rSVD) [34,45,46] as a fast
and accurate alternative to the deterministic SVD to reduce the computational cost
in the offline stage [2,13,26]. We compare the DEIM and DMD with respect to the
accuracy and efficiency. We show that ROMs preserve well the energy and mass of the
FOMs through numerical simulations for two dimensional NLSE with and without
an external potential. It turns out that POD-DMD is several orders faster than the
POD-DEIM, but less accurate than the POD-DEIM.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The NLSE is reviewed briefly
in Section 2. Space-time discretization of NLSE by the SIPG and AVF method is
given in Section 3. In Section 4, the energy preserving ROM, and also the POD-DEIM
and POD-DMD are presented. The preservation of the invariants like the energy and
mass of the NLSE, efficiency and accuracy of the ROMs are illustrated through the
numerical simulations in Section 5. The paper ends with some conclusions.
2 Nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
The general form of the NLSE equation with a cubic nonlinearity and an external
potential V is given by
i
∂ψ(t,x)
∂ t
=
[−α∆ +β |ψ(t,x)|2+V (x)]ψ(t,x), (t,x) ∈ (0,T ]×Ω , (1)
with an initial condition
ψ(0,x) = ψ0(x), x ∈Ω , (2)
where ψ(t,x) is the complex valued wave function, i is the complex unity (i=
√−1),
∆ = ∇2 is the Laplace operator, t is the time variable, T > 0 is a terminal time, α is
a positive constant, and Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 1,2,3) is a bounded polygonal computational
domain. In this paper we consider two dimensional (d = 2) NLSE, and we set the
spatial variable x= (x,y). The parameter β is a dimensionless constant with negative
value for focusing (or attractive) and positive value for defocusing (or repulsive) non-
linearity. The external potential function V (x) is a given real-valued function and its
specific form depends on different applications [50,55]. For BEC, it is usually chosen
as a harmonic confining potential, i.e., quadratic polynomial [5,10]. The boundary
conditions are usually of homogeneous Dirichlet or periodic type. We consider here
periodic boundary conditions in the space time domain (t,x,y)∈ (0,T ]× [a,b]× [c,d]
ψ(t,a,y) = ψ(t,b,y), ∀(t,y) ∈ (0,T ]× [c,d],
ψ(t,x,c) = ψ(t,x,d), ∀(t,x) ∈ (0,T ]× [a,b].
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For the NLSE (1), we relate the mass (or density) functional N(ψ(t,x)) and the
energy functional E(ψ(t,x)), given as usual by
N(ψ(t,x)) :=
∫
Ω
|ψ(t,x)|2 dx, (3a)
E(ψ(t,x)) :=
1
2
∫
Ω
(
α|∇ψ(t,x)|2+V (x)|ψ(t,x)|2+ β
2
|ψ(t,x)|4
)
dx. (3b)
The NLSE (1) is a Hamiltonian PDE which is well-known for Hamiltonian PDEs
[55,10] that it conserves the mass (3a) and the energy (3b) as the time progresses, in
other words, the mass and energy at all times is equal to the mass and energy at the
initial time t = 0:
N(ψ(t,x)) = N(ψ0(x)), E(ψ(t,x)) = E(ψ0(x)), ∀t ∈ (0,T ], (4)
with the initial condition ψ(0,x) = ψ0(x).
There are other important dynamical properties of the solution ψ to the NLSE
(1); time reversibility or symmetry, time transverse or gauge invariance, dispersion
relation for NLSE without external potential. The Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) is
NLSE for the macroscopic wave functions, governs the properties of BECs at temper-
atures far below the critical condensation temperature. The GPE includes the external
potential term.
There exists a huge literature for the numerical solution of the NLSE, especially
for 1D problems. Numerical methods for 2D NLSE include the alternating direction
implicit (ADI) method [62], implicit-explicit multistep method [29], high order com-
pact finite difference schemes [59], and local discontinuous Galerkin method [61],
the implicit Crank-Nicolson finite difference (CNFD), semi-implicit finite difference
(SIFD), time splitting spectral and pseudo spectral methods [6,7].
3 Full order model
In this section we introduce the space-time discretization of the NLSE (1) leading
to the so-called full order model (FOM), and we discuss the preservation of invari-
ants for FOM under symmetric interior penalty Galerkin (SIPG) space discretization
together with average vector field (AVF) time integrator.
Applying Green’s formula to the NLSE (1), the continuous weak formulation of
the problem (1) can be written as follows: for a.e. t ∈ (0,T ], find ψ := ψ(t,x) ∈W
such that for any φ := φ(x) ∈W
i〈∂ψ
∂ t
,φ〉 = 〈α∇ψ,∇φ〉+ 〈β |ψ|2ψ+V (x)ψ,φ〉, (5a)
〈ψ,φ) = 〈ψ0,φ〉, (5b)
where 〈·, ·〉 := 〈·, ·〉L2(Ω) denotes the L2-inner product on the space L2(Ω) of square
integrable functionals over a domain Ω ⊂ R2, and together with the corresponding
norm ‖ · ‖L2(Ω):
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L2(Ω) = { f : Ω 7→ R |
∫
Ω
[ f (x)]2dx < ∞},
〈 f (x),g(x)〉L2(Ω) =
∫
Ω
f (x)g(x)dx , ‖ f (x)‖ := ‖ f (x)‖L2 =
√
〈 f (x), f (x)〉L2(Ω).
The solution space W is set as the space of functions in the Sobolev space H1(Ω)
satisfying the periodicity on the boundary ∂Ω of the domain Ω :
W = {φ ∈ H1(Ω)| φ periodic on ∂Ω},
H1(Ω) = {φ ∈ L2(Ω)| ∂φ
∂x
,
∂φ
∂y
∈ L2(Ω)}.
We decompose the complex valued wave function ψ(t,x) into its real and imag-
inary parts as ψ(t,x) = r(t,x)+ is(t,x), then (5) can be re-written as a pair of real-
valued system:
〈∂ r
∂ t
,η〉= 〈α∇s,∇η〉+ 〈β (r2+ s2)s+V (x)s,η〉, ∀η ∈W (6a)
〈∂ s
∂ t
,ϑ〉=−〈α∇r,∇ϑ〉−〈β (r2+ s2)r+V (x)r,ϑ〉, ∀ϑ ∈W (6b)
〈r,η〉= 〈r0,η〉, 〈s,ϑ〉= 〈s0,ϑ〉, ∀η ,ϑ ∈W (6c)
where ψ0(x) = r0(x)+ is0(x). In the following, we introduce the SIPG method [8,52]
for the spatial discretization of NLSE. We remark that among the three common inte-
rior penalty Galerkin discretizations, nonsymmetric interior penalty Galerkin (NIPG),
and incomplete interior penalty Galerkin (IIPG), only SIPG leads to a Hamiltonian
system of ODEs [36].
3.1 Semi-discretization in space
Consider for h > 0, {Th}h as a family of shape-regular simplicial triangulations of
Ω . Each mesh Th consists of closed triangles such that Ω =
⋃
K∈Th K holds. The
diameter of an (triangular) element K and the length of an edge E are denoted by
hK and hE , respectively. We split the set of all edges Eh into the set E 0h of interior
edges and the set E ph of periodic boundary edge-pairs. An individual element of the
set E ph is of the form ω = {El ,Em} where El ⊂ ∂Knl ∩∂Ω , and Em ⊂ ∂Knm ∩∂Ω is
the corresponding periodic edge-pair of El with l > m. Let the edge E be a common
edge for two elements K and Ke. For a piecewise continuous scalar function w, there
are two traces of w along E, denoted by w|E from inside K and we|E from inside Ke.
Then, the jump and average of w across the edge E are defined by:
[[w]] = w|EnK +we|EnKe , {{w}}= 12
(
w|E +we|E
)
,
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where nK (resp. nKe ) denotes the unit outward normal to ∂K (resp. ∂Ke). Similarly,
for a piecewise continuous vector field ∇w, the jump and average across the edge E
are given by
[[∇w]] = ∇w|E ·nK +∇we|E ·nKe , {{∇w}}= 12
(
∇w|E +∇we|E
)
.
For a boundary edge E ∈K∩∂Ω , we set {{∇w}}=∇w and [[w]] =wn, where n is the
unit outward normal vector to ∂Ω . The treatment of the periodic boundary edges is
the same as the interior edges, in other words, appropriate jump and average operators
introduced in [58] are used. Then, for each ω = {El ,Em} ∈ E ph , we define the jump
and average operators as follow
[[w]]ω = w|El nl−w|Emnl , {{w}}ω =
1
2
(
w|El +w|Em
)
,
where, for l > m, we use the fixed unit outward normal vector nl to the boundary
edge El ⊂ ∂Ω .
For continuous finite elements methods (FEMs), the idea is to approximate the
solutions r and s of (6) from a conforming, finite dimensional space Wh ⊂W . On the
other hand, we point out that in discontinuous Galerkin (dG) methods the space of
solutions or test functions consist of piecewise discontinuous polynomials. That is, no
continuity constraints are explicitly imposed on the state and test functions across the
element interfaces. As a consequence, weak formulations must include jump terms
across interfaces, and typically penalty terms are added to control the jump terms. We
define the space of solution and test functions by
Wh =
{
w ∈ L2(Ω) : w |K∈ Pq(K) ∀K ∈Th
}
, (7)
where Pq(K) is the set of polynomials of degree at most q in K. Note that the space
of discrete solutions and the space of test functions are identical due to the weak
treatment of boundary conditions in dG methods. Note also that the space Wh is a
non-conforming space, i.e., Wh 6⊂W .
Let rh(0,x),sh(0,x) ∈ Wh be the projections (orthogonal L2-projection) of the
initial conditions r0(x) and s0(x) onto Wh, i.e., ∀η(x),ϑ(x) ∈Wh
〈rh(0,x),η(x)〉= 〈r0(x),η(x)〉, 〈sh(0,x),ϑ(x)〉= 〈s0(x),ϑ(x)〉. (8)
Then, the weak formulation of the system (6), discretized by the SIPG method, reads
as: for a.e. t ∈ (0,T ], find rh := rh(t,x), sh := sh(t,x) ∈Wh such that
〈∂ rh
∂ t
,η〉= ah(sh,η)+bh,s(rh,sh;η), ∀η ∈Wh, (9a)
〈∂ sh
∂ t
,ϑ〉=−ah(rh,ϑ)−bh,r(rh,sh;ϑ), ∀ϑ ∈Wh, (9b)
where the bi-linear form ah(·, ·) and the non-linear forms bh,z(·, ·; ·) for z ∈ {r,s} are
given for any φ ∈Wh by
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ah(zh,φ) = ∑
K∈Th
∫
K
(
∇zh ·∇φ) dx− ∑
E∈E 0h
∫
E
(
{{∇zh}} · [[φ ]]+{{∇φ}} · [[zh]]
)
ds
+ ∑
K∈Th
∫
K
V (x)zh φ dx− ∑
ω∈E ph
∫
ω
(
{{∇zh}}ω · [[φ ]]ω +{{∇φ}}ω · [[zh]]ω
)
ds
+ ∑
E∈E 0h
κα
hE
∫
E
[[zh]] · [[φ ]] ds+ ∑
ω∈E ph
κα
hE
∫
ω
[[zh]]ω · [[φ ]]ω ds,
bh,z(rh,sh;φ) = ∑
K∈Th
∫
K
β
(
r2h + s
2
h
)
zh φ dx,
where the parameter κ in the above formulation is called penalty parameter which
should be sufficiently large to ensure the stability of the SIPG discretization with a
lower bound depending only on the polynomial degree q, see, e.g., [52].
The SIPG discretized semi-discrete solutions of (9) are given as
rh(t,x) =
nK
∑
i=1
nq
∑
j=1
rij(t)ϕ
i
j(x), sh(t,x) =
nK
∑
i=1
nq
∑
j=1
sij(t)ϕ
i
j(x), (11)
where rij(t),s
i
j(t), and ϕ ij(x) are the unknown coefficients and the basis functions for
Wh, respectively, for j = 1,2, · · · ,nq and i = 1,2, · · · ,nK . The number nK denotes the
number of (triangular) elements in Th, and nq is the local dimension on each element
with the identity for the 2D problems nq = (q+ 1)(q+ 2)/2, where q is the degree
of the polynomial order. Note that the degrees of freedom in dG methods are given
by N := nK × nq, and throughout this paper we denote by N the dimension of the
high-fidelity model, i.e., the full order model (FOM). Inserting the expansions (11)
into the system (9), we obtain the following semi-discrete Hamiltonian system
Mzt = J(Az+b(z)), (12)
where z := z(t) := (rT ,sT )T ∈ R2N , and r := r(t) ∈ RN and s := s(t) ∈ RN are the
unknown coefficient vectors for the solutions rh and sh with the ordered entries
r = (r11(t), · · · ,r1nq(t), · · · ,r1nK (t), · · · ,rnKnq (t)),
s = (s11(t), · · · ,s1nq(t), · · · ,s1nK (t), · · · ,snKnq (t)).
The other settings are given by
M =
[
M 0
0 M
]
, A =
[
A 0
0 A
]
, b(z) =
[
b(r,s;rh)
b(r,s;sh)
]
, J =
[
0 Id
−Id 0
]
, (13)
where M ∈ RN×N is the usual mass matrix, A ∈ RN×N is the stiffness matrix corre-
sponding to the bilinear form ah(·, ·), and b(·, ·;z)∈RN are the vectors corresponding
to the non-linear forms (inner products) bh,z(·, ·; ·) for z ∈ {r,s}. The matrix J is the
skew-symmetric matrix with Id is the N dimensional identity matrix.
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3.2 Time discretization
For the temporal discretization of the semi-discrete system (12), we use the energy
preserving, implicit, second order convergent AVF method [18,51]. For a system of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
y˙ = f (y),
the AVF method reads as
yn+1− yn
τ
=
∫ 1
0
f (ξyn+1+(1−ξ )yn) dξ ,
where yn+1 is the unknown solution at time tn+1, yn is the known solution at time
tn, and τ = tn+1− tn is the uniform time-step size. The AVF method also preserves
the energy of Hamiltonian systems and Poisson systems with non-constant skew-
symmetric structure [33], like the KdV equation and bi-Hamiltonian systems [37].
For problems with polynomial Hamiltonians, the AVF method can be interpreted
as the RungeKutta method [17], where the integrals can be evaluated exactly, and
the implementation is comparable to that of the implicit mid-point rule. Using the
multi-symplectic formulation of Hamiltonian PDEs, the AVF method is applied as
an energy-preserving wavelet collocation to the NLSE and Camassa-Holm equation
[32], and as local energy-preserving method to the NLSE and KdV equation [30], to
the 2D NLSE [44].
For time discretization, we divide the time interval [0,T ] into NT steps: 0 = t0 <
t1 < · · · < tNT = T with the uniform time step size τ = tn− tn−1, n = 1,2, · · · ,NT .
We set zn ≈ z(tn) as the approximate solution vector at the time instance t = tn,
n = 0,1, . . . ,NT , with zn = [rTn ,s
T
n ]
T , and rn ≈ r(tn) and sn ≈ s(tn). For t = 0, let
rh(0,x),sh(0,x)∈Wh be the projections (orthogonal L2-projections) of the initial con-
ditions r0(x),s0(x) onto Wh, and let r0 and s0 be the corresponding initial coefficient
vectors satisfying the expansions (11), and set z0 = [rT0 ,s
T
0 ]
T . Then, applying the AVF
method to the semi-discrete system (12), the full discrete problem of the NLSE (1)
reads as: for n = 0,1, . . . ,NT −1, find zn+1 satisfying
M(zn+1− zn) = J
(
τ
2
A(zn+1+ zn)+ τ
∫ 1
0
b(ξ zn+1+(1−ξ )zn) dξ
)
.
3.3 Preservation of the invariants in FOM
The NLSE is time reversible or symmetric, i.e., the solutions are unchanged under
the change of time as t → −t and taken conjugate in the equation (1). For the full
discrete scheme, the time reversibility implies that the scheme remains unchanged
under the operation: (n,n+ 1)←→ (n+ 1,n) and ψn ←→ ψn+1 which is also true
for the midpoint rule (Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme) [5] and SIPG-AVF
scheme. There are two other invariants. The first one is the time transverse or gauge
invariance, i.e., the translation of the potential V → V + ε changes the phase of the
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solution as ψ(t,x)→ψ(t,x)e−iεt . The density or modulus of the solutions, ρ = |ψ|2,
is unchanged. NLSE admits plane wave solutions, satisfying a dispersion relation.
NLSE without external potential (when V (x) = 0) generates plane wave solutions
ψ(t,x) = Aei((k)xωt), where A is the amplitude, ω is the time frequency, k is the spa-
tial wave number. Like the Crank-Nicolson method, AVF method can not preserve the
time translation invariant and the dispersion relation. For an overview of the preser-
vation of invariants of NLSE at the discrete level and computational cost we refer to
[5].
In the sequel, we show the conservation of discrete mass and discrete energy.
Theorem 1 The semi-discrete solution ψh(t,x) through the FOM (12), discretized
by the SIPG method, conserves the discrete mass
Nh(ψh(t,x)) = ‖ψh(t,x)‖2 =
∫
Ω
|ψh(t,x)|2 dx =
∫
Ω
(r2h(t,x)+ s
2
h(t,x)) dx (14)
exactly for all time.
Proof To prove the discrete mass conservation, we utilize the weak formulation (9)
of FOM. We choose the test functions η = rh in (9a) and ϑ = sh in (9b). Then, sum-
mation of (9a) and (9b), and using the linearity of bilinear form ah in both arguments,
yields
〈∂ rh
∂ t
,rh〉+ 〈∂ sh∂ t ,sh〉= 0,
by which we obtain
1
2
(
d
dt
‖rh‖2+ ddt ‖sh‖
2
)
=
1
2
(
d
dt
‖rh+ ish‖2
)
=
1
2
d
dt
‖ψh‖2 = 0.
From this equation we can see that the discrete mass Nh(ψh(t,x)) is invariant for all
time. uunionsq
For the discrete energy preservation, we first introduce the following mesh-dependent
energy functional which can be regarded as SIPG counterpart of the continuous en-
ergy functional E(·) defined in (3b):
Eh(rh,sh) :=Φh(rh)+Φh(sh)+
β
4
‖r2h + s2h‖2L2(Th), (15)
where
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Φh(w) =
1
2
〈α∇w,∇w〉L2(Th)+
1
2
〈V (x)w,w〉L2(Th)+ Jh(w),
Jh(w) := − ∑
E∈E 0h
∫
E
{{w}}[[w]]ds+ ∑
E∈E 0h
κα
2hE
∫
E
[[w]][[w]]ds
− ∑
ω∈E ph
∫
ω
{{w}}ω [[w]]ωds+ ∑
ω∈E ph
κα
2hE
∫
ω
[[w]]ω [[w]]ωds,
‖w‖2L2(Th) = 〈w,w〉L2(Th) = ∑
K∈Th
∫
K
w2dx.
Note that for a continuous solution ψ = r + is, since Jh(r) = Jh(s) = 0, we have
Eh(r,s) = E(ψ).
Theorem 2 The FOM (12) is a Hamiltonian ODE
Mzt = J∇zEh(z) (16)
arising from the discrete energy functional Eh(z) = Eh(rh,sh) defined in (15), where J
is the skew-symmetric matrix and z = [rT ,sT ]T is the vector of unknown coefficients r
of rh and s of sh. Moreover, for the discrete energy Eh in (15), the FOM (12) satisfies
the invariance of the energy for all time.
Proof Firstly, we claim that ∇zEh(z) = Az + b(z), for which then (16) is the FOM
(12). For this, by the definition of the bilinear form ah in (10), note that the discrete
energy functional Eh(rh,sh) in (15) can be written as
Eh(rh,sh) =
1
2
ah(rh,rh)+
1
2
ah(sh,sh)+
β
4
‖r2h + s2h‖2L2(Th). (17)
Then, Fre´chet derivatives of Eh(rh,sh) with respect to the components rh and sh in
any directions η ,ϑ ∈Wh are:
δEh
δ rh
η = ah(rh,η)+ 〈β (r2h + s2h)rh,η〉L2(Th), ∀η ∈Wh,
δEh
δ sh
ϑ = ah(sh,ϑ)+ 〈β (r2h + s2h)sh,ϑ〉L2(Th), ∀ϑ ∈Wh,
or in matrix-vector form
δEh
δ rh
η = Ar+b(r,s;rh),
δEh
δ sh
ϑ = As+b(r,s;sh),
Hence, with the definition of the matrices and vectors in (13), we obtain that
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∇zEh(z) =
[
Ar+b(r,s;rh)
As+b(r,s;sh)
]
= Az+b(z). (18)
Further, using the identity (18) and the FOM (12), the invariance of the energy Eh(z)
for all time follows as:
d
dt
Eh(z) = [∇zEh(z)]T zt = [Az+b(z)]T M−1J [Az+b(z)] = 0,
since the matrix J˜ := M−1J is again a skew-symmetric matrix due to the fact that J
is a skew-symmetric matrix and M is symmetric. uunionsq
We also note that since the system of ODEs (12) is Hamiltonian, the semi-discrete
energy is the preserved by the AVF method [18].
4 Reduced order model
Because the computation of the FOM (12) is time consuming, in this section, we
construct a small dimensional reduced order model (ROM) by utilizing the proper or-
thogonal decomposition (POD) method [41]. In addition to POD, the nonlinear vec-
tors in the ROM are computed efficiently by discrete empirical interpolation method
(DEIM) and dynamic mode decomposition (DMD). The low-rank approximation is
computed in three steps: computation of the numerical solutions of the original high-
dimensional system; dimensionality-reduction of the snapshot matrices by singular
value decomposition (SVD); Galerkin projection of the dynamics on the low-rank
subspace. The first two steps are known as the offline stage, and the last one is the
online stage. Offline stage is usually expensive and online step should be fast to run
in real time.
4.1 POD Galerkin projection
For the 2N-dimensional FOM (12), the ROM of lower dimension k 2N is formed
by the Galerkin projection of the system onto a k-dimensional reduced space
W rh = span{u1, . . . ,uk} ⊂ [Wh]2,
resulting in the lower dimensional reduced solution ψr(t,x) as:
ψh(t,x)≈ ψrh(t,x) =
k
∑
i=1
zri (t)ui(x), (19)
where, without lost of generality, we have assumed that the complex solution ψh =
rh + ish is the column vector of the real and imaginary solutions rh and sh, respec-
tively, i.e., ψh(t,x) := [rh(t,x),sh(t,x)]T , by which the solution z(t) of the FOM (12)
becomes the dG coefficient vector of ψh(t,x) at time t. From the coefficients zri (t)
in (19), we set the solution of the reduced system as zr(t) :=
(
zr1(t), . . . ,z
r
k(t)
)T . The
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functions {ui(x)}ki=1 in (19) are the orthogonal (in L2-sense) reduced basis functions
spanning the reduced space W rh . Belonging to the space W
r
h ⊂ [Wh]2, the reduced basis
functions are linear combination of the dG basis functions {ϕ j}, given by
ui(x) =
2N
∑
j=1
U j,iϕ j(x), i = 1, . . . ,k.
Then, using the column vectors Ui = (U1,i, . . . ,U2N,i)
T , which are the coefficients of
the i-th reduced basis function, we construct the following matrix of POD modes
U := [U1, . . . ,Uk] ∈ R2N×k. (20)
To obtain the reduced basis functions {ui(x)}ki=1, we need to solve the minimiza-
tion problem [41]
min
u1,...,uk
1
NT
NT
∑
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥ψh(t j,x)− k∑i=1(ψh(t j,x),ui)[L2(Ω)]2ui
∥∥∥∥∥
2
[L2(Ω)]2
subject to (ui,u j)[L2(Ω)]2 =U
T
i MU j = δi j , 1≤ i, j ≤ k,
where δi j is the Kronecker delta. The above minimization problem is equivalent to
the eigenvalue problem [41]
ZZ T MUi = σ2i Ui , i = 1,2, . . . ,k, (21)
whereZ := [z1, . . . ,zNT ] ∈R2N×NT is the snapshot matrix whose n-th column vector
zn is the solution vector of the FOM at time tn. Then, the matrix U of POD modes can
be computed through the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the snapshot matrix
Z . In addition, between the solution vector z of FOM and the reduced solution vector
zr of ROM, we have the relation
z ≈U zr, zr ≈U T Mz,
from where we can find the initial reduced vector zr(0). For a more detail description,
we refer to [38]. We finally obtain the following reduced system:
d
dt
zr = Arzr +br(zr) (22)
with the reduced stiffness matrix and the reduced nonlinear vector
Ar :=U T JA, br(zr) :=U T Jb(U zr).
Like the FOM (12), the reduced system (22) is solved in time by the AVF method.
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4.2 Randomized singular value decomposition
The SVD is known to be computationally demanding for large snapshot matrices
resulting from the space-time discretized high dimensional model of the PDEs. Re-
cently randomized algorithms are used in reduced order modelling to accelerate the
offline computations in DMD [2,13,26]. Randomized methods for matrix computa-
tions provide an efficient computation of low-rank structures in data matrices, which
are robust, reliable and computationally efficient and can be used to construct a
smaller (compressed) matrix, which accurately approximates a high-dimensional data
matrix. The randomized singular value decomposition (rSVD) is robust, reliable and
computationally efficient, which approximates the high dimensional snapshot matri-
ces by constructing a smaller (compressed) matrix [34,45,46].
Given a snapshot matrix Y ∈ Rm×n and the target rank k  min{m,n}, a low
rank approximation is constructed by creating a random matrix Ω ∈ Rn×k, then the
sampled matrix X = YΩ ∈ Rm×k. The entries of the random sampling matrix Ω are
independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables of zero mean and
unit variance [2], and they are created by the MatLab routine randn. Afterward the
QR decomposition of X is computed to obtain the orthonormal matrix Q ∈ Rm×k,
X = QR, so that
Y ≈ QQTY
is satisfied. In the last step, the SVD of the small (compressed) matrix B = QTY is
computed. The approximation error of the rSVD can be decreased by introducing a
small oversampling parameter p (e.g. p= 2,5,10). Instead of k random vectors, k+ p
are generated.
Algorithm 1 Randomized SVD (rSVD) [2]
Given the m×n matrix Y and the target rank k
Draw n× k Gaussian random matrix Ω
Compute the random matrix X = YΩ
Compute the QR decomposition X = QR
Projection B = QTY
Compute the deterministic SVD B = U˜ΣV T
Recover the right singular vectors U = QU˜ of Y
We use the rSVD for the SVD computations required in the POD reduced basis
calculations, and the DEIM and DMD reduced basis calculations of the nonlinear
terms.
4.3 Preservation of the invariants in ROM
In this section we show the preservation of discrete mass and discrete energy for
the ROM (22). While the former is not difficult to show, we should state additional
modifications to show the discrete energy preservation in ROM.
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Theorem 3 The solution to the ROM (22) conserves the discrete mass
Nh(ψrh(t,x)) = ‖ψrh(t,x)‖2 =
∫
Ω
|ψrh(t,x)|2 dx
exactly for all time.
Proof The proof of the mass conservation in ROM follows very similar to the proof
for the FOM in Theorem 1. But now, we consider the weak formulation not on the
space Wh of dimension 2N but on the reduced space W rh ⊂Wh. uunionsq
Theorem 4 The ROM (22) with the discrete energy Eh defined in (15), does not nec-
essarily satisfy the invariance of the discrete energy for all time. But the updated
ROM
d
dt
zr = Arzr +br(zr) (23)
with the updated reduced matrix Ar = J rU T A and the updated reduced vector br =
J rU T b(U zr), where the skew-symmetric matrix J r is such that U T J = J rU T , pre-
serves the energy for all time.
Proof Using the identity (18) for ∇zEh(z) and the FOM (12), the reduced system
(22) can be written as
d
dt
zr =U T J∇zEh(U zr). (24)
Then, for the discrete energy functional Eh(U zr) of the reduced system, we have that
d
dt
Eh(U zr) = [∇zr Eh(U zr)]T
d
dt
zr
= [U T∇zEh(U zr)]TU T J [∇zEh(U zr)]
= [∇zEh(U zr)]TUU T J [∇zEh(U zr)],
which may be non-zero since the matrix UU T J is not necessarily a skew-symmetric
matrix. But, if we can find a skew-symmetric matrix J r so that U T J = J rU T , then we
can obtain an equivalent equation of the updated ROM (23) as
d
dt
zr = J r[U T∇zEh(U zr)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∇zr Eh(U zr)
]. (25)
The equation (25), as a result the updated ROM (23), is now Hamiltonian since J r is
skew-symmetric. Then, we also get for the discrete energy functional Eh that
d
dt
Eh(U zr) = [∇zr Eh(U zr)]T
d
dt
zr
= [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J r[U T∇zEh(U zr)] = 0.
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Hence the ROM (23) satisfies the invariance of the discrete energy for all time. In-
deed, the skew-symmetric matrix J r can be easily computed as
J r =U T J(U T )−1 =U T JMU ,
where we used the M-orthogonality of the POD modes U , i.e., U T MU = I . uunionsq
Remark 1 The preservation of the reduced energy is valid for any reduced Hamilto-
nian system of ODEs (23).
4.4 Approximation of the nonlinearities
Although the reduced model (23) is of small dimension, the computation of the non-
linear vector br(zr) still depends on the dimension 2N of the FOM. In this section,
we give two different approaches to reduce the computational complexity due to the
nonlinear vector in the ROM (23): discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM)
[21] and dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) [2,3].
4.4.1 Discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM)
The DEIM aims to find an approximation bˆ(U zr) to the nonlinear vector b(U zr), full
dimensional nonlinear part of the reduced nonlinear vector br(zr) = J rU T b(U zr), by
projecting it onto a subspace of the space generated by the non-linear vectors and
spanned by a basis {Qi}mi=1 of dimension m 2N:
b(U zr)≈ bˆ(U zr) := Qa(t) (26)
where Q := [Q1 . . . Qm] ∈ R2N×m is the DEIM basis matrix, and a(t) is the corre-
sponding coefficient vector. Since the system (26) is overdetermined, a projection
matrix P = [ep1 , . . . ,epm ] ∈ R2N×m with epi is the i-th column of the identity matrix
I ∈ R2N×2N is computed. Then, the reduced model (23) can be rewritten as:
d
dt
zr = Arzr + J rBbrdeim(z
r) (27)
where the matrix B := U T Q(PT Q)−1 is computed once in the off-line stage (finite
element discretization), and the reduced nonlinear vector brdeim(z
r) := PT b(U zr) re-
quires only m  2N integral evaluations. Using the definition of reduced matrix
Ar = J rU T A, we also have an equivalent formulation of (27) that
d
dt
zr = J r[U T Azr +U T bˆ(U zr)], (28)
where bˆ(U zr) = Q(PT Q)−1PT b(U zr) is the DEIM approximation of the nonlinear
part b(U zr). When DEIM approximation is not used, it requires 2N integral evalu-
ations. On the other hand, the computation of the Jacobian of the nonlinear vector
requires 2N×np integral evaluations without DEIM, but it is only m×np with DEIM
approximation.
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For the details of the computation of the reduced non-linear vectors we refer to
the greedy DEIM algorithm [21]. For continuous finite element and finite volume
discretizations, the number of flops for the computation of bilinear form and nonlin-
ear term depends on the maximum number of neighbor cells [25]. In the case of dG
discretization, due to its local nature, it depends only on the number of nodes in the
local cells. For instance, in the case of SIPG with linear elements (nq = 3), it con-
tributes only 3 nonzero integrals for each degree of freedom, hence 3 integrals have
to be computed on a single triangular element [38], whereas in the case of continuous
finite elements, integral computations on 6 neighbor cells are needed [4]. Since the
AVF method is an implicit time integrator, at each time step, a non-linear system of
equations has to be solved by Newton’s method. The reduced Jacobian has a block
diagonal structure for the SIPG discretization, which is easily invertible [38], and
requires only O(nqN) operations with DEIM.
Because the nonlinearity in the ROM (23) is approximated by DEIM, the discrete
energy is also preserved approximately in (27), not exactly as for the ROM (23), since
we have that
d
dt
Eh(U zr) = [∇zr Eh(U zr)]T
d
dt
zr
= [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J r[U T Azr +U T bˆ(U zr)]
6= [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J r[U T∇zEh(U zr)].
But an upper bound for the preservation of the discrete energy by POD-DEIM can be
derived as follows:
d
dt
Eh(U zr) = [∇zr Eh(U zr)]T
d
dt
zr
= [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J r[U T Azr +U T bˆ(U zr)]
= [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J r[U T Azr +U T bˆ(U zr)−U T∇zEh(U zr)],
where in the last row, we have added −U T∇zEh(U zr) which does not affect the
identity since [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J r[U T∇zEh(U zr)] = 0. Using that U T∇zEh(U zr) =
U T Azr +U T b(U zr), we obtain
d
dt
Eh(U zr) = [U T∇zEh(U zr)]T J rU T [bˆ(U zr)−b(U zr)],
∥∥∥∥ ddt Eh(U zr)
∥∥∥∥≤ ‖∇zEh(U zr)‖‖U‖2‖J r‖‖bˆ(U zr)−b(U zr)‖. (29)
Finally, using the DEIM approximation error [21, Lemma 3.2]
‖bˆ(U zr)−b(U zr)‖ ≤ ‖(PT Q)−1‖‖(I −QQT )b(U zr)‖,
we obtain an upper bound for the change of the energy with respect to time:
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∥∥∥∥ ddt Eh(U zr)
∥∥∥∥≤ ‖∇zEh(U zr)‖‖U‖2‖J r‖‖(PT Q)−1‖‖(I −QQT )b(U zr)‖. (30)
According to the bound (30), the discrete energy is preserved since ‖ ddt Eh‖ → 0 as
‖(I −QQT )b(U zr)‖ → 0, and that Q is orthonormal. We remark that similar error
bounds for the reduced order energy are derived for the symplectic DEIM in [1,49].
4.4.2 Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD)
The DMD extracts dynamically relevant spatio-temporal information content from a
numerical or experimental data sets [42]. It is a powerful equation-free, data-driven
method to analyze complex systems. Without explicit knowledge of the dynamical
system, the DMD algorithm determines eigenvalues, eigenmodes, and spatial struc-
tures for each mode. The order of orthogonal POD modes are decreasing by the en-
ergy level of POD singular values. The DMD modes are not orthogonal and each
DMD mode is associated with a growth rate and each mode has a single frequency.
Again the DMD modes are ordered in form of decreasing energy; unlike the POD
modes, they give the energy fluctuations at different frequencies. After building the
DMD basis functions of rank m, we approximate the full dimensional nonlinear part
b(U zr) of the nonlinear term br = J rU T b(U zr) in (23) following [2,3].
DMD is a special case of the Koopman operator [40] approximating nonlinear
systems via an associated infinite dimensional system. The connection between the
DMD and Koopman operator was established in [47,53,54] . The Koopman operator
K acts on a set of scalar observable functions g :M → C
K g(y) = g(N(y)),
for the nonlinear dynamical system
dy
dt
= N(y), (31)
where y ∈M , an n-dimensional manifold. The DMD determines the Koopman eigen-
values and modes directly from the data, when the observable is considered as state
space, g(y) = y. For construction of the DMD modes, we follow (Chapter 1,[42] ).
The nonlinear system (31) is approximated locally by the following linear system
dy
dt
=A y, (32)
by constructing the discrete dynamical system
yi+1 = Ayi, i = 0,1, . . . ,J,
for J+1 trajectories, and A = exp(A ∆ t). Low rank eigen-decomposition of the ma-
trix A is constructed by minimizing
‖yi+1−Ayi‖2, (33)
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in the least squares sense for all trajectories yi, i = 0,1, . . . ,J. For minimization of
the approximation error (33), we consider the snapshot matrices G and G′ formed as:
G = [y0, · · · ,yJ−1], G′ = [y1, · · · ,yJ ].
Then, we find the unknown matrix AG satisfying G′ = AGG, which is the solution of
the minimization problem in the Frobenius norm
min
∥∥G′−AGG∥∥2F ,
so that AG = G′G†, where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. The DMD
modes are computed by the exact DMD algorithm [56].
Algorithm 2 Exact DMD Algorithm
Given the snapshot matrices G and G′
Compute rSVD (Algorithm 1) of G, G =UΣV ∗.
Define A˜G =U∗G′VΣ−1.
Find eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A˜GW =WΛ .
Set DMD modes UDMD := G′VΣ−1W .
In our case, the exact DMD algorithm, Algorithm 2, is applied to the snapshot
matrices G and G′ formed by the snapshots of the nonlinear terms b(z) in the FOM
(12) at NT +1 equally spaced time instances as:
G = [b(z0), · · · ,b(zNT−1)], G′ = [b(z1), · · · ,b(zNT )].
Then, we obtain the time dependent DMD approximation to the nonlinear part b(U zr(t))
in the ROM (23) as
b(U zr(t))≈ brdmd(t) =
m
∑
j=1
α jUDMDj (z)exp(ω jt) =U
DMDdiag(eω
DMDt)α, (34)
where UDMD = [U1, . . . ,Um] are DMD basis functions of rank m of the nonlinear vec-
tor b(z), α = [α1, . . . ,αm] is the initial vector α =(UDMD)†b(z0) andω j = log(λ j)/∆ t,
j = 1, . . .m. After plugging this term into (23), we obtain the following linear ROM:
d
dt
zr = Arzr + J rU T brdmd(t). (35)
The POD-DMD ROM (35) corresponds to the semi-discretized linear Schro¨dinger
equation with an additional time dependent term coming from the linearization by
POD-DMD approximation. The reduced energy of the POD-DMD contains only
quadratic terms in (3b) like linear Schro¨dinger equation [24]. The AVF method is
equivalent to the midpoint rule for quadratic potentials which is also energy preserv-
ing [18,23]. Because the POD-DMD approximation of the cubic nonlinearity of the
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NLSE is reduced to a time dependent function appearing as additional term in the lin-
ear Schro¨dinger equation, the mass and energy are preserved with a lower accuracy
than by POD-DEIM, which is shown by the numerical results in the next section.
Although the dimension of the system (35) is the same as (27), the main advantage
of the system (35) is that it is linear and we do not need to use the Newton’s method.
Therefore the POD-DMD is significantly much faster than POD and POD-DEIM.
5 Numerical results
In this section we present numerical results for the NLSE (1) on a 2D localized rect-
angle Ω = [a,b]2 with periodic boundary conditions. In all simulations we use linear
dG basis functions on a uniform 32× 32 rectangular grid with 2048 triangular ele-
ments. Because the NLSE generate wave type solutions, it is not possible to capture
the dynamics with few modes. For numerical simulations, the number of POD modes
are fixed according to the relative information content or energy criterion εk given by
εk =
∑ki=1σ2i
∑dzi=1σ
2
i
, (36)
where σi is the i-th singular value in the SVD of the snapshot matrixZ for computing
the matrix U of POD modes, and dz is the rank of the snapshot matrixZ . We set the
number of POD modes as mink εk > 0.9999 which sufficiently reflects the system
characteristics. In the POD and DEIM/DMD modes computation procedure, we use
rSVD algorithm, Algorithm 1, for the computation of SVD with the random matrix
Ω and the oversampling parameter p= 2 . In all numerical experiments we have used
for the FOM and ROMs the same time-step sizes. All simulations are performed on a
Windows 10 machine with Intel Core i7, 2.5 GHz and 8 GB using MATLAB R2014.
5.1 Defocusing NLSE with progressive wave solutions
We first consider defocusing NLSE (1) (β = 2) with the progressive plane wave so-
lution [59])
ψ(t,x) = Aexp
(
i(c1x+ c2y−ωt)
)
,
where ω = c21 + c
2
2−β |A|2 and α = 2. The initial data is evaluated by taking t = 0
using the exact solution. Numerical solutions are obtained with the linear dG elements
in the spatial domain Ω = [0,2pi]2 and for the final time T = 5, with the spatial and
temporal mesh sizes h = pi/16 and τ = 0.001, respectively. The parameter values are
taken as A = 1, c1 = 1 and c2 = 1.
In Fig. 1 the decay of singular values are shown for the snapshot matrices of the
solutions and nonlinear terms. At the very beginning a steep decay of singular values
is observed. With increasing number of the modes, the singular values decay rather
slowly. We choose in the ROM the number of POD modes k = 10 which satisfies the
energy criterion (36) with ε10 > 0.9999. In Fig. 2 the FOM solution and the errors
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Fig. 1: Example 5.1: Decay of singular values
between FOM and ROMs are shown at the final time. The number of DEIM and
DMD modes are chosen to obtain the same level of accuracy for the error between
the FOM and ROM solutions [3]. Both POD-DEIM and POD-DMD approximations
with 15 DEIM/DMD modes for 10-rank truncation (POD modes) have almost the
same accuracy.
Fig. 2: Example 5.1: Solution profile by FOM (left), the errors between FOM and
ROMs with 10 POD 15 DEIM (middle) and 10 POD 15 DMD (right) modes, at the
final time T = 5
In Fig. 3, the energy and mass errors are shown for the FOM and the ROM in
L∞-norm. The ROM errors are larger than the FOM errors as expected, but both mass
and energy are well preserved.
On the other hand, for fixed number of POD modes k = 10, the relative errors of
the solution, of the discrete energy and of the discrete mass in Fig. 4 decay mono-
tonically with increasing number of the DEIM/DMD modes, and after they stagnate.
Similar results were obtained for 1D NLSE in [3].
It can be clearly seen from Table 1 that the POD-DMD is much faster than the
POD-DEIM, whereas there is no significant difference in the relative errors in Fig. 4.
The advantage of the DMD lies in the fact that the ROM becomes linear, whereas
in the case of DEIM, the ROM is still semi-linear and the nonlinearity have to be
evaluated.
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Fig. 3: Example 5.1: L∞-errors for the energy (left) and the mass (right) between
initial ones by the solutions of FOM (top) and ROMs (bottom) with 10 POD and 15
DEIM/DMD modes
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Fig. 4: Example 5.1: Relative L2-L2-errors for the solutions (left), and relative L∞-
errors for the discrete energy (middle) and the discrete mass (right) by increasing
number of DEIM/DMD modes, with 10 POD modes fixed
Table 1: Example 5.1: The computation time (in sec.) and speed-up factors for 10
POD and 15 DEIM/DMD modes
CPU Time (sec.) Speedup
FOM 8024.7 -
ROM with DEIM 763.9 10.5
ROM with DMD 8.2 974.3
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In Fig. 5, we give the discrete energy and the discrete mass errors for the ROMs
in L∞-norm, using a larger time-step size τ = 0.01 than for the FOM. The discrete
energy and the discrete mass are still preserved but with a lower accuracy.
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Fig. 5: Example 5.1: L∞-errors for the discrete energy (left) and the discrete mass
(right) by the ROMs with 10 POD, 15 DEIM/DMD modes, and larger time-step size
τ = 0.01
We show in Figure 6 that the discrete energy and the discrete mass are not con-
served when a non-conservative time integrator like the backward Euler method is
used.
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Fig. 6: Example 5.1: L∞-errors for the discrete energy (left) and the discrete mass
(right) with the FOM solutions using backward Euler method.
5.2 NLSE with an external potential
We consider for β = 1 the 2D defocusing NLSE (1) with the harmonic external trap
potential [28]
V (x,y) =
1
2
(x2+4y2).
The initial data is taken as the Gaussian
ψ0(x) =
1√
pi
e−
(x2+y2)
2 ,
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in the space-time domain Ω = [−8,8]2 and T = 3, with the uniform spatial and tem-
poral mesh sizes h = 0.5 and τ = 0.01, respectively. The diffusion constant is set as
α = 0.5. The decay of the singular values in Fig. 7 is similar to the previous Example,
i.e. NLSE without the external potential.
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Fig. 7: Example 5.2: Decay of singular values
The POD-DEIM and POD-DMD solutions in Fig. 8 have again the same accu-
racy, but requiring more POD, DEIM and DMD modes than the NLSE without the
external potential. We set the number of POD modes k = 20 according to the energy
criterion ε20 > 0.9999, further increase would not contribute a valuable accuracy.
Fig. 8: Example 5.2: Solution profile by FOM (left), the errors between FOM and
ROMs with 20 POD 20 DEIM (middle) and 20 POD and 20 DMD (right) modes, at
the final time T = 3
Again the discrete energy and the discrete mass are well preserved in Fig. 9 by
the FOM and the ROMs.
The solution, discrete energy and discrete mass errors in Fig. 10 reach a plateau
by increasing number of DEIM/DMD modes, and the POD-DEIM is much more
accurate than the POD-DMD. The computational efficiency of the ROM with the
DMD is clearly seen in Table 2. Similar results are obtained for the one dimensional
Burger’s equation and NLSE in [3].
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Fig. 9: Example 5.2: L∞-errors for the energy (left) and the mass (right) between
initial ones by the solutions of FOM (top) and ROM (bottom) with 20 POD and 20
DEIM/DMD modes
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Fig. 10: Example 5.2: Relative L2-L2-errors for the solutions (left), and relative L∞-
errors for the discrete energy (middle) and the discrete mass (right) by increasing
number of DEIM/DMD modes, with 20 POD modes fixed
Table 2: Example 5.2: The computation time (in sec.) and speed-up factors for 20
POD/DEIM/DMD modes
CPU Time (sec.) Speedup
FOM 309.7 -
ROM with DEIM 27.5 11.3
ROM with DMD 0.3 956.7
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6 Conclusions
We have performed a comparative study using the energy preserving ROM applied
to 2D NLSE, showing the numerical efficiency and accuracy of the reduced order
approximations and the complexity reduction of the nonlinear terms with DEIM and
DMD. The discrete energy and the discrete mass preservation of POD-DEIM and
POD-DMD reduced order models have been shown to be accurate and efficient for
capturing the spatio-temporal dynamics of the 2D NLSE with substantial reduction
in both dimension and computational time. This is clearly demonstrated in numerical
simulations by the comparative computation times (speed-ups) and relative errors of
the reduced order systems with respect to FOMs. The POD-DMD is always faster
and the POD-DEIM is in general more accurate.
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